


How we’re talking about the
Ninja® Foodi® MAX 10-in-1 Multifunction Oven 

DT200EU



Ninja® Foodi® 8-in-1 Multifunction Oven 
SP101EU

Ninja® Foodi® 10-in-1 Multifunction Oven 
DT200EU

Ninja® Foodi® Ovens: RANGE



DT200EU: PRINCIPAL HEADLINES

Messaging must deliver against the product proposition

The large capacity countertop oven that 
evenly cooks on 2 levels
Up to 40% faster than a fan oven*
Fits a main & sides at the same time
Fast, crispy & even results with True Surround Convection  
More than an oven with 10 cooking functions

*Tested against sausages and fish fingers, including pre-heat.



DT200EU : CLAIMS

Please ensure disclaimers are used whenever the relevant claim appears

Up to 40% faster than a fan oven*
*Tested against sausages and fish fingers, including pre-heat.

Air Fry - Up to 75% less fat than traditional frying methods** 
**Tested against deep fried, hand cut French fries.



Perfect for family-size meals 

Quick and even 2-level cooking. You can fit a 
main and sides at the same time, so there’s no 
need to use multiple appliances to cook a 
complete meal. A digital rack guide illuminates 
to help you choose the optimal rack positions.

2-LEVEL COOKINGQUICK FAMILY-SIZED MEALS

Up to 40% faster than a fan oven*

Quickly and easily create family-sized meals in 
as little as 30 minutes. Say goodbye to long 
waiting times with a super-quick 90 second 
preheat.

*Tested against sausages and fish fingers, 
including pre-heat.

DT200EU: MESSAGING HIERARCHY

Elevator 
pitch:

Benefit:

How

Quickly and evenly cook family meals in as little as 30 minutes on 2 levels. Cook up to 40% faster than a 
fan oven*. Because it’s a Foodi, you can air fry, roast, grill, bake, toast and more with 10 customisable 
cooking functions and endless possibilities. 

TRUE SURROUND CONVECTION

The large capacity countertop oven that evenly cooks on 2 levels.

Fast, crispy, even results 

No need to rotate your cooking trays or flip 
your food. A high-velocity fan, rear heat 
source and surround airflow combine to 
circulate superheated air throughout the 
entire oven for even cooking on both levels. 

MORE THAN AN OVEN EASY TO USE

Enjoy limitless meal options with 10 
customisable cooking functions in one 
appliance: Air Fry, Roast, Whole Roast, Grill, 
Bake, Pizza, Dehydrate, Reheat, Toast and Bagel.

Air Fry - up to 75% less fat than traditional frying 
methods**

**Tested against deep fried, hand cut French fries

Easily select a cooking function, time and 
temperature/shade with touchscreen controls 
and a digital display.

A removable crumb tray slides out so you can 
easily clean up crumbs and small spills.

Includes 2 Wire Racks, an Oven Tray, Roast Tray, 
Air Fry Basket and a Chef-Created Recipe Guide.



Photography

The food outcome and the product are the heroes 
of our photography. Demonstrating the delicious 
food you can make with a Ninja product and the 
ease of use of the product to achieve this. People 
are also used in the photography to aid the 
demonstration of using the product, but to also 
provide warmth and authenticity to 
the photography.

DT200EU : LIFESTYLE PHOTOGRAPHY



DT200EU: LOGO

Stacked logo usage:



DT200EU: TECHNOLOGY VISUALS

1Tested against sausages and fish fingers, including pre-heat.
2Tested against deep fried, hand cut French fries.



DT200EU: LOGO



DT200EU: FONTS

Gotham Book
Gotham Medium
Gotham Bold

PRINT WEB FONTS

Gotham Black



CORP + BRAND NINJA: COLOURS DT200EU:COLOURS
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